
DAS8 is an all-in-one, JDE-centric reporting and business intelligence solution that boasts the entire spectrum of 
report building and distribution capabilities. DAS8 is the premier platform by which all JDE solutions are measured. 
DAS8 brings an added level of sophistication to any business document for stunning enterprise-level report outputs. 
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The Complete Reporting and BI Spectrum

DAS8 combines industry-best ease-of-use and sophistication to offer 
the full spectrum of report development. Our users are both business 
analysts and IT professionals of all levels who create real-time 
reports and superb, interactive dashboards in minutes. 

 The only reporting and BI solution that sits natively atop JDE with a 
one-hour install

 Create complex logic by combining multiple functions into a single 
calculation, without coding

 Add dynamic hyperlinks to reports for customizable drilldowns

 Data from multiple applications in a single, centralized location

Schedule a complimentary demonstration today.

Tour reportsnow.com for additional information, download a free 
trial, or connect with our sales team at sales@reportsnow.com

Innately Intuitive Unmatched Data Access

 Easy to learn and use, yet all the power needed by IT

 Centralized queries, report design, and scheduling

 Dozens of advanced calculations with a simple point-and-click 

 Render Excel reports dynamic, while remaining SOX compliant

 Automatically inherited JDE security, formatting, and visual 
assists

 Interactive dashboards without cubes

 Insert dashboards into E1 pages and E1 apps

 Query and report against both JDE or non-JDE data (Excel, 
SQL, Access, Oracle, DB2, cloud apps)

 Slice and dice data from any source on a single report fully 
interactive dashboard

 Completely automate report distribution (email, bursting, 
network folders, mail merge, and the Web)

 A ProReports tool to merge rich text and visualizations on an 
intuitive design surface for vivid printouts

 Dashboards consumable on any machine or device


